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ArcelorMittal, the world's leading steel company, is to benefit from the Everysens solution for
monitoring its European wagon fleet. 

SteelTrack will equip the fleet managed for the steel group with a proven logistical visibility
solution to ensure complete traceability of its rail flows. ArcelorMittal will thus be able to
manage its international transport flows with better visibility for their customers, and optimise
its wagon fleet. 

Deployment is underway on 3,000 wagons, including coil carriers, hot wire carriers and railcar
carriers, on which IoT (Internet of Things) sensors are installed. By crossing static data from
information systems with data collected directly from these 3000 wagons, Everysens provides
ArcelorMittal with reliable and relevant logistical information. 

ArcelorMittal's objective is clear: "For us, it is a question of improving our customer service by
controlling our end-to-end logistics, thanks to increased visibility of our deliveries and improving the
efficiency of the wagon fleet," explains Arnaud Desmonts, Head of Multimodal Logistics Europe
at ArcelorMittal. 

"We had already tested several solutions, but Everysens is the only one to have removed all the
obstacles we had," adds Arnaud Desmonts. Two pilots, one on the technology, the other on the
business, allowed ArcelorMittal and Steeltrack teams to ensure that Everysens' visibility
solution met their needs before signing the contract.

Dr. Youness Lemrabet, founder of Everysens, adds: "Working with one of the largest European
shippers is proof of our maturity. When creating Everysens, I wanted to make this company a
pioneer in logistics innovation. We have succeeded: in 3 years, we have pushed back the limits of
visibility. Our collaborative platform breaks through the black box that was industrial logistics, to
make it more transparent every day".

EVERYSENS DEPLOYS ITS VISIBILITY SOLUTION ON
ARCELORMITTAL'S EUROPEAN RAILCAR FLEET, MANAGED BY

STEELTRACK

https://www.everysens.com/
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ABOUT EVERYSENS

Everysens offers the first Transport & Visibility Management System (TVMS) natively
integrating visibility to logistics processes to plan, track and optimize all supply chain flows in
real time. Everysens harnesses the power of digital twin and AI technologies to boost
industrial logistics performance. The mix of processes and visibility allows for continuous
planning coupled to execution and fleet data, better multi-party collaboration, and
automatization of transport processes. 

www.everysens.com 

On a daily basis, ArcelorMittal's wagon fleet is managed by SteelTrack, the group's control
unit. Mathieu Gautier, operations coordinator at SteelTrack, and his team monitor the wagon
fleet and inter-plant flows every day. Their role is to ensure that deliveries are received
correctly, in particular by repositioning the wagons in Europe. 
"Today, our wagons travel to Belgium, Italy, Germany, the Czech Republic, Poland and Austria. The
particularity of these flows is that they are mainly carried out in single wagons," explains Mathieu
Gautier. Wagonload logistics is complex: deliveries from various shippers are assembled to
form complete trains, and the shipper only receives discontinuous information. "Everysens'
solution allows me to regain visibility over all my wagons, whether or not they are insulated. I have
better control over the various stages of my international transport plan", explains Mathieu
Gautier.

"This new tool also saves me a lot of time in my daily tasks," he adds. Indeed, Everysens' visibility
platform automates the search for information thanks to the combination of real time and
business rule settings.
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